To attract and retain customers, an understanding of their motives and reasons for selecting particular food and grocery store is needed. This is of particular importance in the growing segment of seniors. The size of the senior’s market demands a better understanding of the older consumer. The aim of our study is to identify psychographic characteristics of the elderly consumer, and to indicate the lifestyle groups and the relationship between these groups and retail store attributes. Differences in the motives for patronizing specific food stores are analyzed for lifestyle groups. We use the lifestyle as a segmentation variable in the diverse population of seniors for the reason, that the lifestyle of the elderly provides more valuable information than chronological age alone. This information can be used by retailers to improve marketing strategies in order to appeal to a target group of senior shoppers. Empirical research is based on a self-administrated questionnaire aimed on the identification of the lifestyle characteristics and retail store attributes of the consumers in 65+ age, used for the choice of food purchasing retail stores. Lifestyles characteristics were measured by the respondents activities, interests and opinions (AIO). The results of the research indicate that there are differences among the lifestyle groups with significant differences in attitudes towards quality of products or internal store environment. Our research demonstrates the value of psychographic information over age alone regarding the patronage factors in store selection. Our study is a part of the research project VEGA 1/0612/12 „Determinants of the size, structure and tendences in the individual consumption of seniors“
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1. The role of psychographics and lifestyle in market segmentation

Customer segmentation is one of the most important concepts in marketing. Customer segmentation can be divided into four distinct types according to the different criteria used in segmenting the population: socioeconomic, geographic, product-related and psychographic. Socioeconomic segmentation focus on the
customers physical attributes, such as age, sex, income, education, occupation, etc. Geographic segmentation emphasizes the place where customers live. Product-related segmentation classifies customers focusing on their purchase behavior within the relevant product category or the benefits, which the customer expects from a product category. Finally, psychographic segmentation, which is sometimes called also lifestyle segmentation, divides the total population into groups based on the customers motivation, attitudes, preference and values.

Psychographics is a term first introduced by Demby (1974), which brings together „psychology“ and „demographics“. He emphasized psychological aspects in order to enhance understanding of consumer behaviour and to develop more effective marketing strategies. Demographic segmentations provide relatively hollow classifications of customers, which reveal nothing about the motives underlying their consumption decisions.

The first wave of psychographic research was mainly rooted in personality profiles. However, this research accompanied with low and even inconsistent correlations with consumer behaviour, was disappointing and failed to satisfy marketer’s needs. One of the main reasons probably was due to the fact that this research used standardized personality tests originally developed in clinical medical diagnostics, or academic – mainly students population – context (Gunter and Furnham, 1992).

In a second wave of psychographic research, the personality concept was replaced with the concept of „lifestyle“. Today, lifestyle is usually defined as the patterns in which people live and spend their time and money. Chaney (1996) defines lifestyles as patterns of action that differentiate people. He writes „lifestyles help to make sense of what people do, and why they do it, and what doing it means to them and others“. Today, the lifestyle concept has become so central, and the personality concept so marginal to psychographic research, that the latter is currently equated with lifestyle research (Kahle and Chiagouris, 1997). In general, lifestyle research is based on extensive surveys. Also here we can distinguish different waves of research.

In the first wave lifestyles were researched using large sets of AIO items. AIO refers to measures of activities, interests and opinions. Peter and Olson (1994) define „lifestyle“ as „the manner in which people conduct their lives, including activities, interests and opinions“. Activities are manifested actions (work, hobbies, social events, vacation, entertainment, community, shopping, sport, etc.). Interest in some objects, events or topics (family, home, job, community, recreation, fashion, food, media, achievements, etc.) is the degree of excitement that accompanies both special and continuing attention to it. Finally, opinions are descriptive beliefs (of oneself, social issues, politics, business, economics, education, products, culture, etc.) (Plummer, 1974).

Often very large sets of AIO statements were used. For example Cosmas (1982) used a questionnaire containing 250 AIO statements.
In a second wave of research the AIO framework was replaced by value concept. Values are commonly defined as desirable, trans-situational goals, varying in importance, that serve as guiding principles in people’s lives. The most important instrument for measuring values is the Rokeach Value Survey (Rokeach, 1973). His inventory comprises 18 values like: Family security, Freedom, Happiness, Inner harmony, Pleasure, Self-respect, Social recognition, etc.

A shorter and more easily implemented instrument is the List of Values (LOV), suggested by Kahle (1983), including only nine values. Another important scale for assessing value systems was developed by Schwartz (1992).

Now values are of particular interest because values may affect a wide spectrum of behaviour across many situations. Therefore values are also important lifestyle determinants. As Gunter and Furnham (1992) point out: „Lifestyles are defined as patterns in which people live and spend their time and money. They are primarily functions of consumer’s values”.

Values are broader in scope than attitudes or the types of variables contained in AIO measures. Value inventories in general often only contain a shorter set of values, instead of 200 or 300 AIO items. This led researchers of the second wave of lifestyle research to use value sets as input for their questionnaires, which proved to be much more elegant and fundamental than the AIO approach.

In general, by combining psychographic information with demographics, the marketer will understand better the wants and needs of the consumer. Firms that wish to sell their products and services to the seniors, should use lifestyle variables in segmenting the market. According to Gollub and Javitz (1989), psychology, socioeconomics, and health are the keys to understanding how seniors can live. Greco (1986) states, that many retailers and manufacturers seem to think that age alone dictates buying pattern and purchasing behavior. However, proper identification of segments which exist within seniors market will allow the development of more effective marketing strategies for serving the seniors. Moschis (2004) indicates that the buying behavior, desires, and needs of the older people must be unique. If uniqueness is lacking, then older consumers are not a distinctive market.

The aim of our paper is to identify lifestyle characteristics of the older consumers and based on these findings to determine distinct lifestyle groups. We intend to find the relationship between the lifestyle groups and the perception of retail store attributes. Differences in the motives for patronizing specific food stores are analyzed for each identified lifestyle group. The research question addressed in our paper is: How do the lifestyles of the older people affect their perceptions of the attributes of retail stores which sell food.
2. Retail store attributes and shopping experience

It was documented in the marketing literature that seniors put special emphasis on retail store attributes when selecting a store for purchase (Moschis et al., 2004). Previous research of older consumers has brought some unambiguous results, concerning the factors influencing their buying behaviour. Some authors (Lumpkin et al., 1985) found that the older people base their store choice on the same attributes as younger people. Other studies of senior shoppers have suggested that there are segments of older people which can be described by unique shopping preferences (Moschis, 2003). We intend to reveal such preferencies and to explore their weight.

The shopping patterns of the elderly support the perception that the elderly posses store loyalty (Moschis, 1997). The elderly do not change their store patronage just to try something different. Price and price-related aspects are of highest importance, which can explain the preference for discount stores and supermarkets with lower price-levels by seniors.

Several studies found that seniors enjoy shopping as an opportunity for social contacts. Lumpkin’s study (1988) contradicts these studies. He did not find that the seniors look for interpersonal exchanges with the store personnel. Lumpkin et al. (1985) agree that the most important attributes of store selection relate to the relationship of quality to price and finding of satisfactory products. The senior shoppers want quality products, yet to attractive prices.

The belief among marketers that older consumers are unwilling to try new products is widespread, but the evidence is mixed. Although there is some evidence associating older consumers with a slight tendency to brand loyalty (Lesakova, 2013), most research supports the view that the brand choice processes of older people are as vigorous as those of the young people. Innovativeness is not linked to youth, as is commonly thought, but to personality. Consequently, most variation in brand loyalty is not related to age or other demographic differences. Older consumers are prepared to switch if there are clear benefits for them and they can be described as „late adopters”.

Another group of attributes which affects the store choice by the elderly consumers are helpful and courteous salespeople and readability of tags or labels on shelves (Moschis, 1997). Purchase decision of seniors is strongly influenced by emotional factors and approach of selling personnel. Hence, in communication with seniors relationship building must precede presentation of product (Hayley, 2008).

Typical marketing literature and sale presentations tend to be linear presentations of benefits and features. Traditional focus on product features and benefits, or other objective information reaches a point of diminishing returns more quickly among older customers. Marketing messages which lack coherent story and deliver information fragments have only a limited potential to be recalled by seniors. However, to attract seniors, „hard facts should be integrated
into an emotionalizing story line, to gauge the potential emotional quality of the relationship” (Schewe, 1988).

It was documented in the literature that emotion increases with age. This suggests that the best way to deliver objective, emotionally neutral information to older markets is to combine it with emotionally enriched information. This knowledge has enormous potential importance. It proposes that memory deficits ascribed to senior customers may be overcome by adequate stimuli and that older minds can remember items of categorical importance to them as competently as younger minds.

3. Methodology

It was suggested above that chronological age is not the most appropriate segmentation variable. Lifestyle or psychographic variables seem to be more useful in identifying distinct categories of senior’s buyer behaviour.

A self-administered questionnaire was used to determine the lifestyle segments and the perception of retail store attributes of the seniors in 65+ age, applied in the choice of retail stores for the purchase of food. We included in the questionnaire several psychological, social and experience dimensions and several factors and events describing the seniors social position and life circumstances. To determine the lifestyle segments, we included in the questionnaire 46 statements describing the activities, interests and opinions (AIo) of seniors. Statements used in the lifestyle research were drawn from Lumpkin et al. (1985). A five-point Likert scale was used, with responses ranging from „not at all for me“ (1) to „very much for me“ (5). Factor analysis was used to reduce the number of variables to a smaller number of factors, which were subjected to cluster analysis to identify the different segments. Utilizing factor analysis and cluster assignment, we were able to identify four distinct lifestyle profiles: Active and self-reliant, Family oriented, Passive and insecure and Stubborn sceptics. Our aim was to identify to what extent these lifestyle groups affect buyer perceptions and behaviour and to show the relationship between seniors lifestyle and perception of retail store attributes.

A random sample of 265 seniors aged over 65 was used for the research. Participation in the research required that the respondents are 65 or older, live in homes or in flats, and do their own shopping for personal or family use.

In the second part of the research the importance of of the various store attributes for the lifestyle segments identified in the first part of the research was determined. Various store attributes related to the convenience of the store location, in-store environment, external environment, quality and price policy, etc. have been studied. Lumpkin et al. (1982) suggest that various attributes may be important to a customer when choosing a store. To determine the
importance of each attribute, a five-point scale ranging from „never“ (1) to „always“ (5) was used. To identify problems with questionnaire clarity, the initial questionnaire was pre-tested on 8 seniors and the questionnaire was revised after the pre-test.

The lifestyle data were submitted to a factor analysis which performed a principal components analysis along with a varimax rotation. Eigenvalues of ≥ 1 were used as the indicator for the extraction of factors. These extracted factors were then submitted to the varclus procedure to determine the four clusters.

To each created cluster was given a name to describe the key characteristics of the respondents in that particular cluster. Table 1 contains the questionnaire statements in each cluster and their respective loadings, indicating the relative importance of each item. The largest of the clusters was Family oriented with 92 respondents accounting for 34,7 percent of the sample. Active and self-reliant segment counted 62 seniors (23,4 percent), Passive and insecure 60 seniors (22,6 percent) and Stubborn sceptics 51 seniors (19,2 percent).

4. Results and discussion

The questionnaire was distributed to 226 women and 39 men, all aged over 65, with the majority of respondents being in the age group of 65-74. The principal focus of the research was to determine how the different lifestyles of the older people affect their perceptions of the attributes of retail stores selling food. Totally 46 statements have been presented to respondents.

Table 1 indicates four distinct lifestyle profiles: Active and self-reliant, Family oriented, Passive and insecure, Stubborn sceptics.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Family oriented</th>
<th>Active and self-reliant</th>
<th>Passive and insecure</th>
<th>Stubborn sceptics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prefer spending time</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoy to be with</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>friends</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Like to talk to</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other people</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel pride of things</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have made / built</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>during my life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoy going out</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reed the newspaper daily</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carefull to eat</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the healthy food</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoy travelling in the</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Factor loadings ≥ 0.3 = significant (if sample ≥ 50); Factor loadings ≥ 0.4 = more important; Factor loadings ≥ 0.5 = very significant

As demonstrated in Table 2, there are some differences among the lifestyle groups. Family oriented differ significantly from Stubborn sceptics (p < 0.05). The Family oriented seniors consider the attributes of sortiment and quality of products and staff very important in their store choice. There are no significant differences between Family oriented and Active and self-reliant in these attributes; they are equally important to both lifestyle groups. In contrast, Passive and insecure do not find these particular attributes of crucial importance in choosing a retail store.

When considering store characteristics such as fast check-outs, readable tags on shelves, or store location, the research results indicate no significant differences among the groups.
Table 2: Reasons for patronizing particular food store among older shoppers (65+) by lifestyle segments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retail store attributes</th>
<th>Family oriented %</th>
<th>Active and self-reliant %</th>
<th>Passive and insecure %</th>
<th>Stubborn sceptics %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lower prices</td>
<td>84,4</td>
<td>84,2</td>
<td>92,4</td>
<td>88,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of products</td>
<td>82,0</td>
<td>81,3</td>
<td>71,6</td>
<td>68,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display of products</td>
<td>44,6</td>
<td>39,8</td>
<td>47,2</td>
<td>49,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad sortiment</td>
<td>49,8</td>
<td>47,6</td>
<td>35,6</td>
<td>40,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast check-outs</td>
<td>54,2</td>
<td>49,8</td>
<td>55,4</td>
<td>56,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledgeable staff</td>
<td>66,6</td>
<td>65,0</td>
<td>60,4</td>
<td>54,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpful staff</td>
<td>69,2</td>
<td>65,4</td>
<td>56,6</td>
<td>53,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store location close to the seniors home</td>
<td>81,4</td>
<td>76,6</td>
<td>80,6</td>
<td>80,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequent sales actions and discounts</td>
<td>82,2</td>
<td>80,8</td>
<td>90,3</td>
<td>86,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Like discount stores</td>
<td>76,3</td>
<td>79,2</td>
<td>88,0</td>
<td>84,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondents (total)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondents (percent)</td>
<td>34,7</td>
<td>23,4</td>
<td>22,6</td>
<td>19,2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own calculation

The Active and self-reliant seniors find the knowledge and courteous behaviour of the staff to be important in the selection of a retail store. In contrast, the Stubborn sceptics place little importance on this attribute.

There is no significant variance in the importance placed on lower / reduced prices, however Passive and insecure perceive this factor as most important among all segments.

The lifestyle groups do not find the display of products or broad assortment to be significantly important when selecting retail store. These attributes are not key consideration.

The lifestyle groups differ significantly when considering quality of products, broad assortment or helpful staff. Overall, lifestyle groups do not differ significantly when considering such store characteristics as fast check-outs, readable tags on shelves, or store location and price policy.

While quality of products is an important preference attribute for food store, it is more important to Family oriented (82,0 percent) and Active and self-reliant (81,3 percent) than to Passive and insecure (71,6 percent) and Stubborn sceptics (68,4 percent). Passive and insecure and to a lesser extent also stubborn sceptics are more likely to prefer food stores because of their prices or discount policy. Family oriented consider whether the grocery stores personnel can assist and advice them, with 66,6 percent and 69,2 percent.
The Family oriented and Stubborn sceptics differ significantly in their assessment of the quality of products and personnel, with Family oriented placing high importance on both these attributes when selecting a retail store. Also Family oriented and Active and self-reliant differ significantly from the remaining two lifestyle groups regarding quality of products or breadth of assortment.

When considering price policy, the Passive and insecure perceive this factor as most important, placing the highest emphasis on it. Also the frequent sales actions and discounts are viewed by this segment as most important.

According to our results, broad assortment and display of products were not seen as important by any of the lifestyle groups.

The research study confirms that age alone does not explain the shopping behaviour of the older people. Lifestyle of the seniors provides more valuable information than chronological age alone. This lifestyle information can be used by retailers to improve marketing strategies in order to appeal to a target group of senior shoppers. It was shown that different lifestyle segments value different retail store attributes.

Based on the findings, some recommendations can be presented. For example, if the store customers are largely Family oriented or Active and self-reliant, the retailer can emphasize quality products and fair prices. It would also be important to hire and train knowledgeable and helpful staff.

If the majority of customers are Passive and insecure or Stubborn sceptics, the store should offer and advertise discounts and lower prices.

5. Conclusion

The research presented in the paper indicates that consumer behaviour of seniors not only differ from the consumer behaviour of younger people, but it is also differentiated by psychographic characteristics of seniors consumer segment. The findings demonstrate the value of psychographic variables and lifestyle in explaining the preference attributes in store selection by seniors. In order to retain the loyalty of Family oriented, food retailers should carry high quality products as well as broad sortiment of products. Senior’s households make serious decisions on food purchase, hence it is important also to consider special health needs of this segment (low fat, low sodium, etc.).

Seniors value helpful staff with professional knowledge about the items in the store. Hence, food retailers should train store personnel to be more helpful and courteous.

Because of the seniors physical and health requirements, food stores should pay special attention to the internal store environment, particularly to the display of products, comfortable trolleys, efficient check-outs, etc. The retailers that follow these requirements, are more likely to retain customers and to attract new customers.
Retailers can benefit from conducting lifestyle analysis of their customers and use that information to adapt their marketing programmes to acquire and retain senior shoppers. Although there are limitations in this research, the findings show the benefits of lifestyle characteristics of the seniors, with psychographic variables supplementing age variable in developing an effective retail strategy.
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